### ODP Visual Core Description

**Section Description**

- **Gray mud on the silty turbidite.** Bioturbation moderate at the top of T115 and T116 mud.

- **Best of the mud: silty turbidite. Light gray in color.**

- **Homogeneous lightly bioturbated hemipelagic mud.**

- **Moderately bioturbated hemipelagic mud.** Bioturbation type not clear. Olive green, light gray & dark gray colors mixed. Bioturbation gradually thin and by 71 cm.

- **Dark gray mud turbidite. Randomly byrite "strings."** Observed in the mud till the bottom of the turbidite.

---

**LEG** | **SUB** | **SITE** | **HOLE** | **CORE** | **TYPE** | **SEC**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
11 | 6 | 7 | 9 | A | 30 x 05 | OBSERVER

**Graphical Representation**

- **Samples:** S
- **Color:** 10Y

---

**Notes:**

- These data are to be processed into a computerized database along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.
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